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Thts packet ,of two learning modules on air
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STA. TENNT OF ASSURANC

.IT IS T E POLICY OF THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

THAT NO PERSON BE SUBJECTED TO DISCRIMINATION ON THE 4

BASIS F RACE, NATIONAL ORIGIN, SEX, AGE, HANDICAP OR

MARIJAL STATUS IN ANY PROGRAM, 'SERVIC.OR ACTIVITY FOR

,WHICH THE OREGON DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION IS RESPONSIBLE.

: THE DEPARTMENT WILL (COMPLY WITH THE.REQUIREMENTS OF STATE

AND FEDERAL LAW CONCERN)NG[NON-1/11CRIMINATION ANI5'WILL:

STRIVE BY ITS ACTIONS TO ENHANCE THE DIGNITY AND WORTH.

Of ALL PERSONS.
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APPRENTI

MILLWRIGHT .

RELATED TRAINING MODULES

n,

4

SAFETY

,

1.1 General Safety )

1.2 Hand Tool Safety
1.3 Psowe4 Tool Safety

1.4. Fire Safety '

1.5 -Bygi fety I-
1.6 Safety a Electricity
1.7 Fire Type and Prevention
1.8 Machine feguarditig (includes OSHA' Handbook)

.4
W c

D CITY/ELECTRONICS
i 4

,. I, (Basics f- EnfA-gy
., ,.

\,,

2.2 -4 Atomic eory ' 0

.3 Electrical Conduction
1 4,

2.4 ' Basics of Direct Current
2.5' Introduction to.Circuits
2.6 Reading Scales .

2.7 Using a.V.O.M. )111

2.8 OHM'S Law
2.9 Power and Wt's Law
2.10 kUrchoff's Current Law

2.11 Kirchoff's Voltage Law'
2:12 Series Resistive Circuits
2.13 Parallel Resistive Circuits
2.14 Series - Parallel Resistive Circuits
2.15 Switches and Relays
2.16 Basics of Alternating Currents
2.17 Magnetism

COMPUTERS

3.1 Digital, Language
3.2 Digital Logic
3.3, Canputer 'Overview

3.4 Computer Software

TOOLS

'4.1 Boring and` Drilling Tbols

.2 Cutting Tools, Files and Abrasives

4.3 Holding And Fastening Tools
4.4 Fastening Devices
4.5 Basiq Science -Aimple Mechanics
4.6 ' Waste ors
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.

5.1

'5.2

5.3"

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.8
5.9

.5.10
5.11

5.12

5.13

5.14

5.15

5.16

its

DWTING,

Typestof traWing and" Views
Sketcffihg

Blueprint Reading/Working DraWings
Working Drawings for Machined and Welding.
Machine.and Weldiag Symbols
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
Blueprint Reading., Drafting: Basic Print Reading
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Print RAding
Blueprint Reading, Crafting:, Basic Prin ading
Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic nt .Reading"

Blueprint Reading, Drafting: BaSic Print Reading
Machine Features

Draft'ng, Measurement.
Draf ting Visual i iat ion

6.1

.2

6.3t"6

)6
6.5

/6.6
6.7

6.8

6.9

16.10
6.11

6.12

7.1

7.2

7.3

'7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7
7.8

7.9

HUMAN RELATIONS

-Camminicatils ills
4.

Fssdback
. Individual Streng
Interpersonal Confli ts
Groap Problem Solving

I Goal-setting and Decision king

Worksite Visit:._
Resumes
Interviews
Expectation
Wider Influences and Responsibilities
Personal Finance

I

BOILERS

Boilers -"Fire Tube 'Types
Boilers - Watertube Types
Boilerp - Construction.

Boilers - Fittings .

Boilers - Operation
Boilers - Cleaning ,

Boilers - Heat Recovery Systems
Boilers,- Instruments and Controls
Boilers - Piping and Steam Traps

TURBINES

8.1 SteamItirbires
8.2 Steam Ibrbines 7
8.3 Steam 1\irbines

8.4 Steam Illrbines
8.5 Gas TUrbines

lYped-
COmponerits

Auxiliaries
Operation' and Maintenance
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9.1

9.3

9 ..5
9.6

. 10.1

10.2

10.3

10.4

10.5

PUMPS

Pumps T Types and Classification
. Pumps 'Apglications

Pumps - Construction
Pumps - Calculating Heat and Flow
Pumpb - Operation 1

Pumps` - Monitoring and Troubleshodting

Pumps - M6intenance

COMBUSTION.

4

Combustion': Process
:Combustion - Types of Fuel
Combustion - Air and Fuel Gases
Caribustion - Heat.Transfer
Combuqion.- Wbbd

ERATORS

rators Types and Construction
Generators,- Operation

,

FEEL:4474ER

Feedwater - Types and Equipment,
Feedwater ,Water Treatmeptt
Frdwiter,-'. 1' stir g

AIR COMPRESSORS

it reSsors, Wins
'r Compressors - Operation and, Maintenance<

.

STEAM.

14.1 Steam - PorMati

.14.2 Steam - Types
14.3 .':Steam Transbort

14-4 ',Steam - Purification,

Evap.Oration

MI'$CE,LLANEOU,S

45:1 °Inst4ilatign-loUndatio6i.

,

4RAIDEj:

16.4 ,"' tietteure
16.2,. las Minter*
16.1.

4
ini'Subtradiidn.of Common Fracti8n and Mixed tlumtere.

16.4 MtalPitcation.,and DiliiSion (common fracti.ont and Whdle and
41/x4(14,0bOts.,.
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.;
.5 Ccopound Numbers-

'1 16.6 Percent
Ratio and Proportion'

16.8 Peri.Meters,'.Areas. and Volumes

16.9 Circurc*tence and'.Wide .Area of Circles
16.10' Area. of Figures arid Volumes of Solid Figures
16.11 Metrids

17.1

1742'

17.3

1/.5
.`17.6

17:17

1.7.8,

17.9'

17.10

17.11
-17.12

17.13

8:.

HYDRAULICS''

Hydraul ics
Hydraylics
Hydraulics
Hydraulics.-
Hydraulics
Hydraulics --
Hydraulics
Hydraulics
Hydraytics --
HydrauliCs -
'Hydraulics -
HydrauliCs
Hydraulics

YiETALLURGY

Lever
Iransmission Of Force
Symbols
Basic Systems
Pumps
Pressure Relief'. Valve
Reservotrs
Directional Contrc.)1 Valve
-Cylinders.;

Forces , 'Area 'Pressure

Conductors and Connectors
'PrOubleshooting .
Maintenance

InCluded are IlvS packets.:.

W 3010'
W 3011-1

3011-2
MS :9opi

11S 9209 9261

POWER `DRIVES

101. A-13-C-1)-E
102. C-D--E

;.,; 1'03.
104..

.107. A
108. A

WELDINO.

0.

.603.

to Mettallurgy 18.1,
E.
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MILEWRIGHT
SUPPLEMENTARY RErER04.DIRE

Note: Al 1 eferertce packets are nu

_Supplementary,.
Description

e respective' Cover page...

Related jraini ng Modgle

1.8 r Concepts &. Tecttnigaes...of. Machine 'Safeguardi LI,;$ L , 0.S. 1.8 Machi rie :Safe
. .

12,1 Correspondence Course ,:Lecture it, Sec , Steam, Generators 1 Boi 1 ers Fire Tube Type
of Bbilers I.,. S. A .1 T. , Calgary, Al beyta, Canada,.

Correspondence:- Course; Lecture? , Sec.. 2 Steam GeneratciS, -,3ypes
, of Boi kers' II , S.A:. I .T Calgary; Albetta , Canada f

Correspondence Course,. LectUre...2 , Sec.., , Steant ley
ConStifuction....& Erection:, 'Calgary, Alberta 'Canada

.'...correspotidence Course4: Lecture: , Sec: 2, Steam .:Generatars, Boi
I Fittings II., -S.A. I Ca.)garY.; Al berta, Canada "'''.

Correspondence Cours0:3; j.eciire, 4 , Sec. 2, }Steam Generators,,,,Boi ,

Fitting I, S.A. I .f. , Cal garY,, Alberta,, Cariada
.

.COrresponknce Course, Lecture' Ns.. Sec. 2, Steam, Generation, Bolier
Operation; nteriance, Inspection , I .11. , Calgary,, Alberta ",

Canada.' 0,

Z.7 Correspondence Course , Lecture Sec. 2, 'Steam 0ener,atiOn, Boiler
Details, S.A. I .T. , Cal gary,.. Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lepti,tre 9', Sec. .2 Ste MiGenerata6 Power ,
Plant Pump's., S.A.', I ;la', gary)- Alberta, .:Canada

Correspondence Course., Lecture' ,6 Sec
S.A. I , Calgary, Canada,

Steam Generator's °Pumps ,

oilers', Water Tube ,Type

.

Bei lers Construction

Boilers Fittings.

Boilers, Fittings

. Boi 1 ers , Operation

r.7 Boilers Heat Recovery
Systems

PUMPS

9.1 -jypes & Classifications
9.2 Applicationt'-.
9.4 'Calculating Heat & Flow.
.9,6 Monitoring & Troubleshooting
9.7 Maintenance.

9,3 Construction
9.5. Operation

' 1
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Millwright
Supplementary. Reference Direct-Ory

Page 2 4

Supplementary
Packer# Description

14.3 ,
CorrespondenC6 Course, Lecture 6, Sec,

12.8 :Generator Controls,.S.A.I.T., Calgary,

.BEST
COPY AVAILABLE

3, Steam GeneraOrs, Steam
Alberta', Canada

14.4 Correspondence Course, Lecture 11, Sec. 2, Steam Onerators,-.
Piping II, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

15.1 Correspondence Course, Lecture.1, Sec. 4, Prikmg Moverso & Auxil-

faries, Steam Turbines, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Al6erta, Canada

15.2 Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Sec, 3, Prime Movers,,Steam

Turbines-I, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

15.3 Correspohdence Course, Lecture.2, Sec. 4, Prime Movers & Auxil-

. iaries, Steam Turbine Auxiliaries,.S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta;

Canada

15.4
O

15.5

4

16.2

'Correspondence Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 3, Prime Movers, Steam
Turbine Operation & Mainteriance, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,
Canada

Coyrespondence Course,.Lecture 8,. Sec. 3, Prime Movers,
Turbines, S.A.I.T., CalgarY) Alberta, Canada

Bailors Fired with Wood 4 Bark. Residues, D.D. Junge

0.S.U., 1975

16.2 furrespondence Course, Lecture 5, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Fuel..
ComUustiori, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, 'Canada

Carrevondence Course, Lecture 5, Sec.' 2, Plant Services, Fuel
& Combustion, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 12, Sec.. a, Steam Gener Water
Treatment, S.A..T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

17,2- Correspondence Course, Lecture 12, Sec. 2, Steam Generation,, Water
Treatment, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada/

Related Training Module

14.3 Steam Transport .

7.8 'poilers, Instrumentsf&
Control.

14.4 Steam Purific4ion

4

8.1 SteamrTurbines, Types

8.2 Steam Turbinet., Components

8.3 Steamiuttines,lxiliaries

8.4 Steam Turbines, Operation
Maintenance

8.5 Gas Turbines

10.2 Combustion Types of Fuel

10.2 ,Combustion Types of, Fuel'

10.3 Combustion & Fuel Gases

12.1 Feedwater, Types &
Operation

X12.2° Feedwater, Vater
Treatments
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Millwright a

,Supplementary Reference Directory .

Pabe 3

Supplementary
'Packet # , Description

17:3

18:1

.

18.1

Ikr '18,2 .

4

S

4' '

Correspon,dence CdurseLecture 7,. Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Boiler

Feedwater Treatment,.S.A.I.T.,Zalgary, Alberta,CAnada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 5, Electricity, Direct

Current Machines, Calgary, Alberta; Canada

. .

Related Training Module

12.3, Feedwater, Testing

11.1 Generators, Types &

Construction

Corresp6ndence Course, Lecture 4, Sec. 5, EleCtricity, Alternating 11.1 Generators, Typel
Current Generators,.S.A.I.T.,'Calgary,, Alberta, Canada

/.

'19.1. Correspondence Course,. Lecture 5, Sec. 4, Prime Movers'& Auxil-

iaries, Air Comprestor If S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

19.1 Correspondence .Course, Lecture e, Sec. 4, PrimeMOvers &

-lades, Air Compressops S.A.I.T,r Calgary, Alberta', Canada
, 4a

20.1 basic Electronics, Power Transformers, EL-BE=51

21.1 1Correspondeng Course, Lecture 6, Sec. 5,, Olecfricity, Switchgear

& Circuit, Mtective Equipment, S.A.I.T.,e/Calgary,' Alberta,

Canada

22.1
Correspondence'CourseLecture 10, Sec. 3, Prime Movers, Power

',Plant Erection & Installation, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

12

Construction .0'

18.2 Generators, Operation

13.1 'Air Compressors, Types

11,1 Air Compressors, Types
13.2 Air Compressors, Operation

& Maintenance

15.4 Transformers

15,3 Circuit Protection

15.1 Installation Foundations

1.3



RECOMMENDATIONS FQR USING TRAINING.MbDUI4S
1

The following pages.ljst Modules and.their corresponding numbers for this
e

particular.apprenticeship trade. As related training classroom, hour

vary for different reasons throughout the state, we recommen0 that

the individual apprenticesNT'committees divide the otal packets to
.

fit their, individual classschedU

..Th&e are over 00 modules available. Apprentices' can com lete thq-

whole set by the end of their indentured apprenticeships. ome

apprentices may already have knowledge and skills,that ale vered

in particular modules: In those stases, perhaps credit could be

granted for thOse subjects, allowing pprentctesio advance to the

remaining modules.
. 4P p

We suggest the the apprenticeship in tors assign the modules in

numerical order to make this leaTing tool, most ePective.

I

4
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

ON. CASSETTE TAPES

Tape 1: Fire Tube Boilers Water Tube Boilers
and Boiler Manholes and Safety Precautions

Tape 2: Boiler Fittings, Valves, Injectors,
Pumps and Steam Traps

Tape 3:

44

Combustion, Boiler Care And 'Heat T,ansfer
and. Feed .Water Types

Tape 4: A Boiler Safety and Steam TUrbines

.NOTE: The ve cassette tapes are intendeoK7additional
rice material for the respective modules, as

ndicated, and not designated as a4required assignment.

S.4I

c
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Modules 18.1, 19.1, and 20.1 have. been omitted because theylconta A

dated materials. '
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*Goal:

irbt-44.1=X141. LEArirline WJUSA)

13.1

4(12 COMPRESSORS -- TYPES

They apprentice will be able to

describe air compressors and
their construction.

a

Performance* Indicators:

1. Describe positive displacement
compressors.

. Describe dynamic type
compressors.

3. Describe construction o
compressor parts.

41P
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYkTEM$

Study*Guide
At)

A

* Read the goal and performance indicators to find what, is to be learned from
package. .1P;

* Read the vocabulary list to find 'dew words that will be used.it package.
.

afso

Read the introduction and information sheets.

* Complete the job sheet.

Complete
1

selfassessment.
1

* Complete postassessment.

1

4s.

0.

I



* Axial thrust

Centtifugal

. *

Double acting.

Dynamic type

41 Lobe type

Am1%N`

* Positive displacement type

Reciprocating

totary.t(pe.

* .Screw type

Single acting_

Sliding vane type

4

19
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Introducti

Compressed. air has mnay uses around industrial sites. It is.dsedlor painting,
cleaniig, pneumatic tool operation, soot blowing and many'other,Prposes. Air

compressors are an integral part of most power plants. Often they are driven by ,

steam from the plant'or a steam 'driven turbine. -

Compressors' come. in many designs and sizes. A size acid design is selected
according to the work to be'performed by the use of compressed air. A plant
operator must be able to select the appropriate compressor for their location.

A basic understanding of the.varivs types of compressors available will help,
the operator to make better choices.

00.

S

4

0.

-
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Air compressors

* Positive
* Dynamic

,Positive Displacement Compressors

A positive displacement compressor is one at amount
air for each stroke or turn that it.makes.i 'TWpositive displ4c6MentCoMprOsscK
may be a reciprocating type which uses ac a
rotary type that uses .vanes, or 0. compress --4eciproceting

4i compressors may be a single acting in which the compression oticurse-Ween&of
the cylinder. A double acting. type compresses at both endt of the:cylinder.. A \,

single acting reciprocating coMpressor is shown hP1s,

1. plate type valve

2. cylinder

3. cylinder water jacket

4. automotive type piston

5. connecting rod.

6. crankcase

7. crankcase door

8. crankstaft counterweight

9, oil screen

10. low oil pressure alarm.

5

, 21



A double acting reciprocating compressor.is shown.
Suction Valves

J .

1.;,,,A.!

:1

Rotary compressors
classified as:

* 'Slidink vafie typik

* Lobe type
* Screw type

r.

or
I

ri
e

Discharge Valves

4.,

4

are 'positive displaceMent types.. They can be further

4

The sliding vane type has vanes that fit into radial slots on the rotor. As the

rotor turns, the vanes are tossed outward by centrifugal force. Air is trapped

ansqueezed as the vanes move toward the outlet.
%

22



ItITiiUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Information
Discharge

CCnneCtion

. Sliding

Vane

Rotor

.

74.

-,1*.fr.

I.

Inlgt

The rotary lobe compressor has lobe shaped impellers that turn. in opposite

directions. The interface between the lobes squeezes the air as it moves from

inlet to outlet.

11 A 44

w1 r,
Art4.......0

Outlet

1

(?1

-.4111111116l
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If LE-ARNINQ s4rOos

Information
1

4

3$

A rotary screw compressor uses two screw shaped rotors that mesh as they turn.

Ond rotor has convex lobes and the other has concave flutes that allow them to

mesh.

I

----- All11111

4:1114211

1..

'41

A

St

S

*

4 .41-.1:11a

Dynamic Compressors

A. dynamic compressor increases the velocity of the air and then converts that

velocity into pressure. The dynamic compressor is subdivided into two types.

Centrifugal,
Axial flow

The. centrifugal compressor draws air into the eye of the impeller and-dischargep

8

24



*INSTflUCTIONACLffARNIN6 $YSTEPAS

Infortnation
,

s

it from, the outer rim of the' impeller. The casinghas nttached vanes that 'A .-.

diffuse the air and convert it to-pressure, The dir 4s then forced through a

volute :shaped casing to further compress it. This, compressor, operates on .

centrifugal action of th0 impeller.

NAT.

The 'axial flow.compressorAms a rotor that rotates within a casing. The rotor

has moving blades that move between fixed blades attached to the casing. 'Air`is

moved between the two sets of blades'. Its velocity is converted to pressure.

It is constructed much like a turbine:

SD



INSVIUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS,

0

Information
,11810

Construction

Compressors are often driven,,by exhaust'steam from steam generation plants. In
that case, a reciprocating steam engine is used to drive the compressor. It.is1 usually mounted on a common base with the steam engine. In other cases, a steamy
turbine maybe used to dtive the compressor. The'compressor parts are made,ef
.materials that will withStand the pressures of each situation. The parts of a
reciprocating compressor and the materials used ineconstruction are

1-7 Cylinders -- cast iron for pressures up to 1000 Cast steel for
, pressures up to ,6900 1ZPA and forged steel for pressures beyond 6900 kPA.

A
* Pistons alumihum, cast iron or steel

4
* Crossheads -- steel

Crankshafts -- forged steel

* Valves - alloy steel.

Dynamic compressors of the centrifugal type sre,driven by gasoline engines,
electric motors, steam turbines and gas- turbines. The impellers of a
centrifugal compressor are steel/ castings, forging or .welded construction.
Shafts are forged steel and casings are made of forged'steel,

Axial flow compressors4sre.driVen by steam or gas turbines. The casings are
made-of cast steel or cast iron. Their rotor shafts are made orforged steel..
The axial flow compressor must be constructed to withstand the axial thrust of.
.the rotating blades.. Axial. flow compreseors are very much like a reaction
,turbine in the way they are constructed. The -problems of axial thrust are the.
same as that encountered -with the turbine.

.10



INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

eo

.4.Assigtitrprit

* Read the supplementary reTerence material and study the photographs and

illustrations carefully.

it' Complete the job sheet.

Complete the selfassessment and che9k answers.

Complete the postassessMeni andheve insturctor check answers.

ti

27
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INSTRUCTICNAL L MINING SYSTEMS

Job Sheet
OBSERVE AIR COMPRESSORS AT YOUR PLANT SITE

* What kind of air compressors do you see? Classify them.

* How are they driven?

* How much capacity (pressure) can they deliver?

* How is air used at this plant?

V

12

el,'

1101.111011,
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Assessment

INSTRUCTIONAL 'LEARNING SYSTEMS

.1.

1. What is a positive displacement compressor?
445

2. List two types of positive displacement compressors.

3. What does do ble acting mean?

#4"\

4. List three types of rotary compressors.

4

5. 'List two types of ynamic compressors.
I

6. What is a dynamic compressor? .

7, For pressures beyond 6900 kPA, what material should be used for cylinders?

8. What is usually used to drives axial flow compressors?

9. Which compressor is constructed likeyftturbine?

10. Which type of compressor has an impeller that draws'air in through its eye

andsdischarges it from its rim?

33
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1. One that compresses a definite-amount_of...air _at_each..strokeor_ turn:,

211. Reciprocating, xotary

3. Compresses air at each end of the cylindet.

4. Sliding vane, lobe, screw

IP.

5. Centrifugal,,,axial flow

6. One that increases velocity of a

7. Forged steel

8. Steam turbines, gas turbines

9. Axial flow

10. Centrifugal

and then converts velocity to pressure.



INSTRUCTIONAL ,LEARNINGVSYSTOAS

1.

Match the following terms and- phrases.

1. Positive displacement

Dynamic

3. Double acting

emimmomodlimmodw.lb
Sliding vane

st:

5. Axial.cflow

6. Cast steel

:7. Canary

Axial thrust

Shafts

10, Centrifugal

.+4

15

A. A type of rotary compressor.

B. A type of dynamic compressor
with an'impeller.

C. Used for: cylinders of pressures.
of 1000-'6900.kPA.

D. A compressor that compresses
. a definite.amount of air at
each stroke or turn.

E. Usually made Of forged\qteel.

A problem in'axial flow
compression.

0 G. Constructed much like
reaction turbine.

H. A compressor that converts
velocity of air to pressure.

4

A small yellow bird.

J. Opmpresses at Bach end of.t e
c

ti
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1

2.

3

A 4.

5.

6.

4
I 7. I

F S. lk

E 9.

B 10.
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13.2

AIR COMPRESSORS -- OPERATION.* MAINTENANCE

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe the operation and
maintenance of air compressors.

4

Performance Indicators:

1., Descfibe cooling.

2. Describe air receivers,

3. Describe

4. Describe

5. Describe

6. Describe

7. Describe

air filtering.

regulating.

surging.

lubrication.
lk

maintenance.

r
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Study Guide
4

* Read the goal.and performance indicators to find what is.to be learned from

41 Read the vocabulary list toHfind new words that will be used in package..

* 'Read 'the introduc4nand; information sheets.

.-41. "-Complete the job 11160t,

* Complete self-asseasmeik,

* 'Complete post-assessment.

_ .
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Vocabulary

* Af tercooler

Air filter

Air -receiver

Cooling

Intercooler

Regulation

* Surging

Throttling -governor

* Unloading device

CJ

J

.... - .... . .
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°Introduction
:.,...3040.6.....set.ooc.DOCwocArrolo '00.0L000 yo.o cmawsc.00cscocro0,..

Air compressors must be operated in a manner that is safe and efficient in the

production of air.) As air is compressed to.its maximum pressure, alot of heat

16 delieloped. The heat must be removed from the working parts of the

' compressor. Cooling becomes a critical factor in air compression.

44\ The heat can cause oils to be cdnverteeinto carbon-deposits: Carbon deposits

and their oil vaPors.combine with air mixtures to make explosions. So oiling of

. compressors must be done. with a great deal of understanding and common. sense.,,

Most maintenance efforts are directed toward keeping. the compressor cooled down.

OW

\L.

a

O .e

c,
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a

Information
Cooling

Many smalVcompressors are c
large comprealors are water c

d by air pulled in.frort\ the atmosphere. Most

ed.' Water is routed through the cylinder head in
cooled. The water travels
cylinder'block and head.
the cylinder is moved ,out
develops. As the water
through a cooling pond or

much the same way as an internal. combustion engine is

through water chaMbers that have been cast into the
Circulating 'pumps MOVO the. water so that the heat of

and -cool water is available to -absorb heat as it

'collects heat, A:t 'should be cooled by circulating it
tower before it; 4seturned to. the cylinder.

After compresaiiiri .olf the air, 'it is cooled further befor6 being used. The

cooling of aiOfter*mpression is done in two step The first step is called
intercooling,' Intertoolers are waterfilled tubes over which the compressed air

passes, -'.When compression is done by stages to get highly compressed air,

intercooling is practiced between stages. The intercooler shell pist have a

drain-tb remove water that condenses during the cooling of the warm air.

A secone step inair cooling is done in the aftercooler. After the compression

is coopleted, air is ikooled some more before being delivered to the user site.

The aftercooler is a shell and tube structure that contains the water. The air

flows over and near the waterfilled tubes and is cooled. The afcooler must
also be'provided with a drain.

Air. Receivers

An air, receiver idffiecessarY for maintaining a reserve air supply. The receiver
shoRld befitted vith a pressure gauge, safety valve and a drain cock. The line,.

to he receiver should also have a safety valve to preVent damage from operating.
the compressor when the line shdt off valve'is closed.

AirFilters

All'.atmospheric air that enters the compressor should be filtered. Filtering

removes foreign, matter that can be abrasive to the compressor cylinder and other

parts'. A suction air filter should be used on openings that intake.air.

Regulation

automatic System should be installed for controlling the output of the

'Compressor. 'A Variable speed Control system helps maintain a constant supply of

-Sir in the receiver. The system is controlled. by a throttling governor which

-"I 38
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nfOrtn.0-tiort.

speeds up .the compressor when air pressure drops
pressure reaches its maximum point, the governor

Another system of constant speed control uses an
air flow\to the rkeiver.

Surging

Dyriamic type compressors have problems with surging. Due to changes in volume

and pressure,. the air sets up a.reverse flow that causes shock waves. This

surging of .air can damage seals, blading and other parts of the compressor.

Surging can be prevented by keeping the compressor capacity above surge limits.

An automatic blow -off valve can be used to discharge the flow to avoid surging.

in the receiver.. As the air

slows down the air compressor.

unloading device to regulate

y
Lubrication

Most reciprocating
Dr 'splash types.
system or be oiled

compressors have built in lubrication systems of the pressure

Dynamic type compressors may have a pressure lubricatioh

by ring and chain oilers.

Maintenance

Each manufacturer provides specific ,instructions. for the maintenance of their

compressors. These instructions should be .carefully followed. .A few

maintenance points should be emphasized. .

* bo not over-oil or spill. oil. This causes carbon formation when heated.

Carbon deposits can cause explosions.

Use only recommended oil for the cooling system.

Always turn

* Clean scale

on cooling water before. starting the compression.

deposits from water jackets and intercooler pipe.

* Repair leaky discharge valves.

Clean air filters regularly.

pressors must be maintained to minimize the heat of compression,' Routine

ance that will prevent the development of carbon deposits will add

equ a ent life and be much safer to the operator.
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a.

Assignment
1111101106

Read pages '8

Comp ler the

Completethe

Complete the

- 19 in supplementary reference.

job sheet.

self-aesessment and check answers.

post-assessment and We the . instructor check your answers.
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Job Sheet
ofr. I.

COMPLETE A MAINTENANCE CHECKF AN AIR COMPRESSOR

Obtain the manufacturers manupl on the air compressor.

Conduct routine maintenance check folloiing the manufacturers directions.

Observe

Is.there evidence of over-oiling or oil spills?

Location of safety valves and shut-offirvalves.

Location of intercc;oler, afteicooler and recLver.

Type 04 compressdr, size, rating.

4

a

4

ye.
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eSplf
Assessment

1. How are large compressors usually cooled?

2. gbw is water.moved through the cylinder heads?

V

3. The first step in the cooling of compressed air is called.

4. The second step in cooling of compressed air is called

5. Where does the air go after being cooled?

6. Why should air be filtered before it enters a compressor?
0

7. A variable speed control system is controlled by. a

A reverse flow of air that causes shock waves
e

in the air compression system

is called

9. What are the, results of over-oiling or spilling oil in the air compression?

10. Why should the line from compressor to receiver, have a safety valve?
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Self Assessment
Answers

41,

1. Water cooled

2. Circulating pumps

3. Intercooling

4. Aftercooling

5. Air receiver

6. Dirty air is abrasive to'the ternal parts of -the compressor. It causes
excess wear on cylinders,.valies, etc.

7. Throttling and governor

8. Surging

9. Oil and heat rate carbon deposits. Carbon deposits and air .can cause

explosions.

4

Wi If it has a shut-off valve, it should also*havea safety valve. The safety
valve protects the pump from overpressure when the shut-off valve has not
been opened.
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ost.
Assessment

1. ,Air receiver

Aftercooler

3. Circulating pumps

4. Filtering

5. Throttlihg governor

6. Intercooling

7. Surging

8. Dynamic type

9. Reciprocating type

10. Carbon. deposits

19

11

:so

A. Controls ervariable weed
control system.

B. Oiled by pressure system or
oil and ring system.

C. Shock waves caused by reverse
flow of air in compressor.

Oiled by pressure or splash
systems.

E. The second step in cooling
air after its compression.

F. Caused by oil that has been,

overheated.

G. Prevents wear due to
abrasive action.

H. Should be fitted with a

safety valve; pressure 'gauge

and drain cock.

I. Moves water through cooling
system.

J. The first step in cooling of
air and often used between
stages of. compression.

44
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5.

F 10.
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'SOUTHERN ALBERTA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
cALGARY. ALBERTA

Correspondence Courses

Power Engineering

SECTION 4

PRIME MOVERS ANI? AUXILIARIFiS.

AIR COMPRESSORS I

.4- g

Third Class
Lecture 5

Almost Without exception, every industry,.whether manufacturing,
prOcess, or power producing, finds many uses for compressed air.

Some of/these uses are listed as follows:

1. rilotive power for grinding and sanding tools, drills, wrenches,
riveting hammers and chipping hammers.,

2. Motive power for air motors which drive hoists and winches.

3. Blast cleaning or sandblasting of surfaces.

4. Spray painting.

5. Engine starting as with diesel engines.

6. Conveyor systems which move powdered and granular materials
by means of compressed air.

7. Control systems where compressed air is used both as a
signalling medium and also to power actuationg-devides such
as air cylitiders.

Atomizing of liquids such as oil for use as a fuel and water
for use in humidifying.

9. Soot blowing for boiler fdrnaces.

10. Mixing or agitating materials for a process.
.

47
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Using compressed air. to drive tools and )Iber machinery has. certain
advantages over the use of electricity or steam f these pUrposes.

i, Compressed air machines cannot be damaged by overloading as
can electric motors. When the load. is too great, the compressed
air Machine simply slows down or stops.

2. Air driven hand tools are lighter in weight than the electric
type.

3. Air driven hadd tools Flo not become hot after extensive use as
do the electric type.

4. No danger to the Operator of electric shock..

5. Compressed air machinery may be used in explosive atmospheres
without hazard because they are free from sparking contacts.

6. Transmission losses are less with air than with steam, since none
of the air will condense in the pipelines as is the case with steam.

. Less danger of personnel being burned from contact with air
piping compared to steam piping.

On the other hand, c mpressed'air tools are uslally more expensive
than are electrically driven obis and air transmission piping is more
expensive and more. difficult to install than electrical wiring.

a

.4
Air Compressor Classification

A

There are two main classlfications of compressors, namely; the
positive displacement.types and the dynamic' types'.

With the positive displacement types, the air is compressed.by, the
pushing action of:pistons or vanes or lobes.

'With the dynamic types, the air is first accelerated byimpellers or
ides and then theovelocity of the air is converted to pressure in a diffusing

o!,,section.

This lecture Will deal with the positive diAplacemenf compressors an
the folloWing lecture will deal with the'dynamic types and with compressor
auxiliaries,

PE3 -4 -5-2
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POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT' COMPRESSORS

positive displacement compressors are so called because a definite
,

amount of air. is compressed' for every stroke or revolution of the compressor.
They may be divided into two general types: reciprocating compressors whict
employ pistons and utitteompressors which employ vanes or lobes.

ReciprocatinCompressors

A reciprocating compressor is one in which the air is compressed by a
piston moving in a reciprocating manner within amylinder. The cylinder must

, be equipped with intake and discharge valxes to-control the flow of air entering
and leaving. This type of compressor is 'used ini,a wide variety of applications
including power plant service and qimmercial,, Industrial, and mining instal-
lations. It is suitable for all ranges of pressure. ,

Reciprocating compressors are made in a variety of designs or arrange-.

Ments- and may be divided into types according to: whether they are single= or
double-acting, cylinder arrangement, method of compression, and' method of
drive.

54

Single- or Double acting.

With .the single- acting type, compression takes place at one end of the
cylinder only, therefore there is only one..compression stroke for every crank-
shaft or flyvtheel revolution.

With the double-acting type, compression taket place,at both ends of
the cylinder and theretore there are two compression strokes per revolution..

A single-acting compressor. is illustrated in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows
the arrangement of a double-acting compressor cylinder.

49



Single-acting Compressor (ColtIndustries)

1

Referring to Fig. 1, the numbered parts are as follows:

1. plate type yalve 6. crankcase

2. cylinder 7. crankcase door

_cylinder water jacket 8. crankshaft counterweight

4. automotive type piston 9. oil screen

5. connecting rod. 10, low oil pressure alarm

In this ,single- acting compressor, the air is compressed during the
upward- stroke of the piston. During the downward stroke, more air is drawn
into the cylinder.
I) F:3 1 -5 -4
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Discharge Valves

Double-acting Compressor Cylinder (Worthington Corporation)

Fig. 2

Referring to Fig. 2, when the piston moves to the left, a partial vacuum
\'is formed in the right end of the cylinder and air is drawn in through the right
hand suction valve. At,the same time air is being compressed by the piston
and forced out through the left hand discharge valve. When the piston1/4everses
and moves to the right it will compress the air to the right of it and force the
air through the right. hand discharge valve. At the same time air will be drawn
into the cylinder through the left hand suction, valve.

51
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Cylinder Arrangement

Varioto cylinder arrangements are used in reciprocating compressor
design. The compressor cylinder may be arranged with its axis vertical or
horizontal, or in some cases, where two cylinders are used, one cylinder
may be vertical and the other horizontal. Vie latter arrangement is known
as an angle compreSsor. Still another arrangemest is the V or Y type, which
has two cylinders with their axis, at an angle of 45 .

The compressor in Fig. 1 is a vertical type, while Fig. 2 is a horizon-tal type. Fig. 3 shows an angle compressor ii,nd.the Y type appears in Fig. 4.(
Method. of Compression

, For compressed air pressure up to 850 kPa or: possibly 1000 kPa, theair is compressed to the desired.pressure in one cylinder which may be either
single'-acting or double- meting. This arrangement is referred to as single
stage compression.

For pressures from 1000 kPa to about 6900 kPa the air is compressed
first in a low pressure cylinder and then further'compressed to the final pres-sure in a high pressure cylinder. This arrangement is known as two-stage
compression. The cylinders maybe either single-acting or double-acting for
sizes below 150_kW. Above this-size the cylinders are usually double-acting-
type.

For special applicatiohs where pressuresmabove 6900 kPa are re-
(wired, the compressors used,may have up to six cylinders in series. A com-
pressor having sip cylinders in series would be referred to as a six-stage
compressor, and in this case, the highest pressure cylinders would be'single-
acting.

.

The compressors illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are bpthtwo-stage
compressors each.having a low pressure and a high pressure cylinder.

11E3.-4-5-6
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Driving Motor
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Low Pressure Cylinder

Jt

High Pressure Cylinder

Angle Type Compressor (Ilennsylvania Pump and Compressor Co.)
Fig. 3

53
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Y Type Compressor (Worthington Corporation)
Fig. 4

The four principal driving methods for reciprocating compressors are:.by electric motor, by internal combustion engine, by steam err ne, and bysteam turbine.

I. Electric* Motor. Drive

Electric motors are commonly used to drive all sites of recipro-cating compressors. They may be connected directly to the compressor shaftor they may use belts or speed reduction gears.

PE3-4-5-8-
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5 shows both a side vie4 and an end View of a horizontal, .two - stage,
double-Acting angle compressor, which is: directly driven by an electric motor.
The motor is bolted-by means of.e flange to the compressor casing (flame
mulunted) and the motor rotor is keyed to the compressor crankshaft.

The numbered parts-in the are as follows:-

1, discharge valve 14. suction connection._

2. piston rod packing 15. clearance pocket _ort shown

3. piston rod oil scraper 16. crosshead pin

4. .piston rod 17. connecting rod

5.. intercooler 18. crankpin bearing
4'

. 6. cylinder water' jacket 19. cylinder lubricator

7. crosshead . 20. oil filter

R. crosshead guides 21. oil pump

1. oil level gage 22. roller type main bearings

10. low pressure piston 23.' crankshaft counterweight

11. high pressure piston 24. crankcase rt
12.' detail of teflon piston rings 25. bearing support

or)

inlet valve 26. frame mounted motor

If oil-free air is desired then the compressor pistons would be fittedwith teflon piston rings which require no lubrication. If oil --free air is not .required then ordinary piston rings arc installed and a cylinder lubricator(19 in Fig. 5) ivsed.

The compressor in Fig 6 a horizontal. single-stage double-acting
typ4i. which is motor driven by means of V-belts. The V-belt drive is used asa speed reduction device to bring the motor speed, which may be 1800 rev/min,
down to a speed suitable for a reciprocating compressor, say 300 rev/min.

56
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Single-stage, Double-acting Compressor (Ingersoll Rand)

Fig. 6 ""
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Balanced Opposed Compressor (Clark Bros. Co.)
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The compressor shown in Fig. 7 plaices use of a cylinder arrangement
featuring the balanded/opposed principle. Equal numbers of compressor cylin-
ders are mounted on each side of a single crankcase with connecting rods from
the cylinders attached to the crankshaft. The cranks are arranged so that op-
posite pistons are always moving in opposite directions, in this way cancelling
any unbalanced forces. The electric motor used to drive this compressor is
attached directly to an extension of the crankshaft.

2. Internal Combustion En ine Drive

Internal combustion engines used to drive compressors are usually
of the gas fuel or diesel fuel type. The most common design has vertical en-
gine cylinders that drive horizontal compressor cylinders through a common
crankshaft. .

Gas Engine Driven Compressor (Clark Bros. Co.)
Fig. 8,

The compressor unit in Fig. 8 consists of four horizontal compressorcylinders, These compressor cylinders are driven by a two-stroke cycle gasengine having eight vertical cylinderS. As can be seen in the illustration, boththe compressor connecting rods and the engine connecting rods are attached toa common crankshaft. The gas engine is rated at 1.100 kW at shaft or shaft output

5d
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3. Steam Engine Drive

The reciprocating steam engine, is the oldest method of driving re-
ciprocating.air.compressors. It is still used extensively where its exhaust
steam can be used for process, in which case it has the advantage of economy.
A further advantage is that steam engines can be operated efficiently at variable
speeds in order to control compressor output.

It is usual to have the engine as an integral part of the compressor on a
common bage. In most cates the engine cylinder and the compressor cylinder
are in line horizontally in a tandem. arrangement. Some larger machines have

.

the oteam engine vertical with the compressor cylinders horizontal. Two stage
compressors are often driven by cross-compound engines,

Other machines, instead of using the integral design, have a separate
steam engine which is coupled to a separate air compressor.

7'4

AgiLitki.

Steam Engine Driven Compressor, Tandem
(Pennsylvania Pump and Compressor Co.)

Fib. 9

The horizontal, double-acting, single-stage compressor shown in
Fig. 9, is driven by a steam engine. The two are arranged in tandem with
the engine located between the compressor and the flywheels.

410
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Uniflow Engine Driven CoMpresSor
(Clark Bros. Co.)

Fig. 10

The compress1or in Fig. 10 features Ox,horiiontal compressor
dens which she driven by six vertical steam 'engine cylinderk by means of a
common crankshaft. Both the compressor eyliniers an the' engine cylinder
are double cting and the engine cylinders empOy .the uniflqw

The vertical compressor in Fig. is driven by 'a Cros-compOimcl,
vertical steam engine.

14:3-4-5-14
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Independent Steam Engine Driven Compressor
(Belliss and Morcom)

_Fig. 11

4, Steam Turbine Drive

Where oil-free exhaust steam is required for process, a steam
turbine may be preferred for compressor drive rather than a steam engine,
although the steam engine is more economical. As the steam turbine operates
at relatively high speed, a speed reducing gear arrangement must be used.

Reciprocating.CompresSor Parts

4.
of; 2

1. Cylinders

Compressor cylinders are made from cast iron for pressures up to 1000 kPa
or east steel for pressures up to 5900 kPa, Above this pressure the Material
used is usually .forged steel.

When the compressor iS in operation, thecylinder is heated due to the
heat of compression and the friction of the piston rings. it is necessary,
therefore, to remove this heat and to maintain the cylinder at a reasonable
operating temperature. This iS done by,meaas of water- cooling or by air- /
cooling.

0

If water-cooling is -used tben the cylinder is constructed With a chamber
or water jacket surrounding the cylitider barrel through which cooling water is

mutated .

PE3-475-15
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If air- cooling is used then tike cylinder is constructe.d with integral -cast'
fins Ihich provide increased radiating. area.

More efficient cooling is obtained with water-cooling than with, air-cool:
ing.'( The air-cooled machine, however, has the advantages of simple construc-
tion, less: pipink needed, and no freiling hazard.

A cross:section pf a water jacketed cylinder is shown in Fig. 1,2, while
a small motor driven air-cooled compressor isoshown in Fig. 13.

Inlenectilon Suction
Valve

Discharge Connection

Air-cobled Con'ipressor
, (Colt Industries)

Drell

1)14:3-4-5-
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:Water-cooled Cylinder

Fig. 12
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'4. ItluritiipEls_.
tiThe rmning.gear of a reciprocating 'compresor consists of piSton,..piston od, crosshead, connecting rod, and crankshaft.. These parts are illus-\ated and ftwiefly as follows,

Pistons may be onstructed of steel, cast iron, or aluminum. Trunkty.pe(autornotive type)pi tons are used for single-acting compressors:while.'doublq-acting pistons En y be solid or hollOw and are normally fitted on the.4piston 'rod with".a taper t against a machined shoulder on the rod and arelocked in place by mea s of a nut. If cylinder.lubrication is used, then pistonrings are :of cast iron; If oil,-free operation is desired, then teflon or carbonrings are employed.

Fig. 14 illustrates two types4of compressor pispris, the single-actingtrunktype and tife.double-acting type.

Single-act) ng,Piston

Fig. 14
Double-acting Piston

With the single-acting piston, the connecting rod serves as a piston rodas well, as shown in Fig. 14, while the double-acting piston is attached to acrosshead by means of a steel piston rod.

The crosshead is of steel with upper and lower bearing surfaces whichcontact the crosshead pli4s.. A threaded hole is provided in one end of thecrosshead into which the piston rod fits,

The crosshead pin to which the connecting rod is attached is usually heldrigid in the connecting rod and moves within bearings or bushings in each sidqof the crosshead. In some designS, however, the crosshead pin is securelyfastened in the crosshead and the bearing or bushing is in the connecting rodend,

Fig. 15 illustrates the construction of a compressor crosshead.

11.
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Opening for.
Crosshead
Pkri

- 18 -
0

iftwiror _aft, ""vaipto,'"

I.

milPI7'""
-.411111114V :

sr

Threaded Hole
"4"1111--- For Piston

Rod

Compressor Cross.head

Fig.._ 15_

Compressor connecting rods are constructed of forged steel and have
a crankpin bearing at one end and an opening for the crosshead pin (or for the
'piston pin of a trunk type piston) in the other end.

Fig. J6 shows two designs of connocting'rod and Fig, 17 illustrates a
connecting rod attached to the crosshead pin within the drosshea0.

++,

Crankpin
Bearings

Compressor Connecting Rods
+ Fig. 16

64
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Crosshead necting-itod

Fig. 17
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Compressor crankshafts are of forged steel and are usually made from
a single forging which has been machined and ground to precision limitS and
drilled to provide oil passages for positive pressure lubrication. Th order to
balance reciprocating and rotating forces, the crankshaft may be made with
counterweights as shown in Fig. 18', or else it may be the type shown in Fig.
1V, which has opposing crank throws to provi e balance.

C rank
Throw_tsller Be ing

Counterweight

Counterweighted Crankshaft (VVo

Fig. 18

thington Corporation)
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Crankshaft With Op

Fig. 1

I

sed Crank Throws

3. Compressor Valves

Compressor valves are usually the automatic type which open and close
on a,pressure difference. Two commonly used desi s are the plate or disc
type and the channel type.

A disc type valve is shown in Fig. 20.

PE3-4-5-20

Upper Valve
Valve -Disc ____

iM

Valve
Seat

Valve
Spring Valve Lower Valve

Spring Body

Disc Type Valve

Fig. 20
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In the disc type valve in Fig. 20, the air entering through the ribbed
upper body,. forces the valve discs down against the cushioning action of the
spring. T.,the air '.then passes through between the valve discs and the valve
seats and out through the ribbed lower valve.bociy.

Fig. 21 shows the parts of a channel type valve.

a%

Channel Type Valve

Fig. 21,

6 7

Valve Springs

Valve
Channel

Valve
Guides

4

Port Plate

PE:I-4- 21
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In the channel type, valve the port plate and i)he scat plate .fit together
with their pasSages or openings corresponding. The valve channels fit over
these openings and are held down against the scat plate by the valve springs
which fit immide the channels and are held,in place by the stop plate. The air,
entering. through the port plate, pushes the channels up off the seat plate
against the springs and the air then passes through the openings in't4e stop
plate: Strips of self-lubricating material are placed within the channels to pre-
vent metal to metal c6ntact between the channels and the valve springs.

The Free Piston Compressdr

This is a special type of reciprocating compressor featuring a central
combustion chamber of the diesel type. containing opposed piston; each of
which drives another piston within an air cylinder. One of these air cylinders
acts as an air cushioning section whilo. the ()Owl. air cylinder acts as a com-
pressed air producing section.

Fig. 22 illustrates the principle of operation of the free piston machine.

(011111.15,110,1

CHAKIIIIII
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THE INWARD OR COMPRESSION STROKE,
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(n.110111

THE OUTWARD OR FIRINIT STROKE

(b)

THE OUTER DEAD ROW

(c)

S(Avl NCI AIR

I RIMS, G ASII S

omrftl ism AIR

Free Piston Engine Principle of Operation
(Mackay Industrial Equipment Ltd, )
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In (a) in Fig 2'2. the (Wu oppotied dicsci pistons ilioV0 inWardiy, roni-
Kessing the charge (..\.liir (rapped bc(ween (hem. AL the Aaine Lime the inner
side of the large comp essor piston is forcing air into the scavenge air box
below the piston rod while ior is bring drawn into the compressor cylinder on
the outer side of the compressor piston. Near thecnd of the compression
stroke, fuel is injected and the power stroke begins.'

it

In Fig 22 (h) the power stroke is taking place. in which the Diesel
pistons are forced apart. This causes the large compressor piston to c,om-
press the air in the compressor cylinder and deliver it to the air reyliV(11' ,

While at the same time scavenge air is being drawn into the cylinder on the
.

Inner ski:L. of the compress(); piston At the-other end of the machine, the
cushion piston is conTrassing the air in the cushion c:dinder and this com-
press.(N1 air will act as a flywheel to force the pistons together again.

Fig. 22 ((') shows the end of the power stroke with the inletport and
the exhaust port.for the diesel cylinder both uncovered. Scavenge air then
flows [rum the. scavenge' air box into the diesel cylinder iind the exhaust
gases are expelled through the exhaust. port. The compressed air in the
cushion cylinder , as mentioned, now, forces the pistons together again as
shown in (a). and the cycle is repeated.

Fig. 23 depicts the general arrangement of the free piston compressor
parts. Note that two fuel injectors arc used, one at the top ton( one at the
bottom sides of the diesel cylinders.

Rotary Compressors

40/

[like the reciprocating compressor, the rotary compressor is classed
as a postrivo displacement type Several different designs are in use, the
most common being: the sliding vane.type, the lobe type, and the screw type.

1. The Sliding Vane,Compressor

The sliding vane compressor-consists essentially of a cylindrieal
rotor having radiar slots into which sliding vanes fit. The rotor is contained
within a water jacketed cylinder or casing and is supported by bearings so
that it eccentric to thecasing. As the rotor turns', tHe sliding vanes move
out against the casing wall due to centrifugal force. Pockets of air arc
trapped between the vanes and the wall. These pockets decrease in volume,
due to the eccentricity, as the vanes moVe around the casing from the intake
to the discharge and in this way the air is compressed

A.. gi
It/
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CUSHION PISTON

CUSHION: CYLINDER. CONNECTING LINK

A

I.

ENGINE CASE ROCKING LEO R

LOP INJECTOR

I
DIESEL PISTON
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SE AI
LANES AND PLAT(
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ARRANGEMENT

1_

COMPRESSOR 'SUCTION VALVES
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CHANNEL
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CONTROL VALVE
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Fig: 23
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. 24 shows a sectional view.of.the easing- and rotor Of a sliding vanecompressor.
Discharge \

Connection

'Sliding
-Vane

Rotor

s( \
l\s.`

1

. Sliding Vane Compressor, Se,ctional View
(Allis Chalmers)

A two-stage sliding vane compressor is illustrabed in Fig. 25. .The airis first compressed in a low pressure compressor and 'then flows through ashell and tube intercooler to a high pressure compresSor. The two compressorshafts arc connected by a flexible coupling and the drive for the unit may be ap-plied at either the high.or low pressure side.

The operating speed of this type ranges up to ?,000 rev/min an() the most
common drive is a dtreet connected induction, motor. Steam turbines and inter-

. nal.coibustion engines are Also used with speed reducing or increasing gearswhere necessary. Discliarge pressure may be as high as 1000 kPa:

Lubrication is provided under pressure by a belt driven lubilcator to
and T. -bearings anc

. 9
The sliding vane compressor is less:efficient than the reciprocating:com-pressor but it haS a lower first cost and produces a steadier flow of air. In d-dition it has low starting torque requirements because on starting, compression

dries; not begin until, sufficient speed has been reached to cause the vanes to move
cat against the cylindlr wall due to. centrifugal force.1

. Another important advantage of the sliding vane compress6r is that itdoes not require inlet or discha'rge valves. This advantage is common to allrotating 'compressors.( k'

72
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Outlet
Flexible
Coupling

S

r !

O. I

I ,

o

Intercooler
Two-stage Sliding Vane Compressor (Allis- Chalmers)

Fig. 25.'
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2. 1129...112obecot ressor

The generalconstruction of a rotary.lohe compressor is shown in
.
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The lobe compressor hag the 'advantages of being compact and requiring'
no inlet-or discharge valves. In addition it produces. an even flow of oil free
air.

3. The Rotary Scney Compressor

The rotary screw compressor- fratures two intermeshing rotors con-
tained within a close fitting casing.' The male rotor has four convex lobes and'
the female rotor has six concave flutes; As the rotors turn and intermesh,
the air is- compressed and forced out the discharge: The rotors do nqt come
in contact with each other ok with the casing thus internal lubrication Is not
required. The male rotor is'usually the driven one,and it in turn drives the
female rotor,by means atiming gears.

Fig. 27 shows a single-stage rotary screw compressor, with the top
half of the casing removed. .

t.
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The rotary sere* compressor is suitable for high speeds and may
operate front ;3'000 rev/min to 12.900 rev/min. Due t,o this high speed they

-may be driven directly by steam t qv gas turbines. If an induction n'otor is
used then a speed increasing gear,is 'normally required,

The single stage type will develop discharge pressures to about /00
kl'a gage totid for pressures above this,' multi-stage designs are used.

The advantages el. the 'rotary.screw compressor are similar to thoSe.
of the straight lobe type. They inelude.QompaetnesA,vibration free operation;
smooth flow, misfree air, and nesuctiock:or discharge valves required. liow-;
ever, like other rotating types, its efficiency is less than that of a .reciprpea-
ting type.'

a-
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..,1,)OWER-V.;:N91NEERING

.OUESTIONSligET

Third Class
\Sect. .11,14ect.

,

DiSouss the advantages and disadvantages involved in the uSe of
coMpressed air over the use of steam and electricity.

2" Explain what is 'meant by the terms: single-stage compression,
1011.fo-Otage.compression, single-acting, double-acting. . 11,

"*"--

5/

.,
Make a.simple Single line sketch of a double-acting reciprocating
compressor cylinder and describe its operation.

Describe two methods of reducing unbalanced forces set up in a
',reciprocating compressor.

-
Desoribd two methods of cylinder cooling used for air compres-
sors and give the advantages and disadvantages of each method.

-
6. Describe the construction

valve for a cbmpressor.

7. ..,,Sketch a 'sectional view of
its: operation,.

and.operation of an automaticfrype of

a sliding vane compreSsor and explain

Describe the construction and operation o
:..;

(a) ''..A. rotary 1pbe compressor,

rotary screwcompre'ssor..

Disbuss the advantages and disadvantages of rotary compressors
as compared to reciprocating compressors.

10. DesCribe difecly, the operation of thb free piston compressor.
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SECTION 4

-1,111ME.1VIOVERS AND AUXILIARIES .

DYNAMIC COMPRESSORS

term "dymmic" is used to 'describe those compressors which use
blades or vanes to give velocity and ,then pressure to the air. There are two
general types or designs; the centrifugal and the axial flow. 14,

AIR COMITESSORS II

Third Class
. Lecture S

. .

The Centrifugal Compressor

This compressor is similar in..Operation-and construction to a c'entrif-
ugal puinp,..1t consists essentially of an impeller .which rotates at high speed.
The impeller is surrounded by a volute shaped casing and, in many cases,
a ring of diffuser. vanes in addition to the casing, 'Air is drawn in at the cent e

$or eye of the impeller and is discharged at the impeller periphery with high
.velocity due to .centrifugal force. On leaving theimpeller,:".the high velocity

s, air passes through the diffuser vanes attached to the clasing4here some of the
velocity is conv.erted to presSure. The air. then passes through the volute

shaped easing-where` .4.4.trther.eopversion of velocity int.o'prefsure take's place.

A s ingl e -Stage ..cenfri f .coMpr.e Asok IA:Tit:. !'pnu,:.wi single owe] -
, .may be able to (..ompreks atmospheric .air to a/1)1.0.881,re (Of .about.: 5O kPa.

For higher presSitres. a-mtdtistage eompressor is, "used having several impel-
lei's placed on:a common shaft

0
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The sketches in Fig. I show the arrangement of a.compressor having a
volute casing only and a compressor having both a volute easing and diffuser ,

vanes.

Ulscharge

Ott fuser
Vanes

//melba, I mpeller

Volute and Diffuser Arrangements

Fig. I

' A single-stage centrifugal compressor having a volute casing but no
diffuser vanes is illustrated in Fig. 2.

PE3-4-6-2
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Single-stage Volute. Compressor (Allis Chalmers)
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Thenumbered parts in Fig. 2. are as follows:

1. Inlet nozzle

2. Casing
.

3. Impeller

4. Back plate

-t-0 . Shroud

6.' Locknut and washer

7, Lead sealing strips

. 8. Extended motor shaft

9. . Base plate

10: Motor

Fig. 3 shows a single-stage compressor having both diffuser vanes and
a volute. casing.

Impeller

4

Adjustable
Diffuser .

Vs II

Centrifugal Compressor with Diffuser Vanes
(Wortlgton Corporation)

Fig. Ni

Adjustable

Vanes

This compressor ( 3) has several features. The impeller is. the
over -hung type which is mo t.ed on the shaft end and which.results in only, one

shaft' pal being required-r,Tle diffuser vanes are adjustable in order to change.'
the operating characteristics of the compressor when required. In addition,
adjustable inlet vanes are provided in order to control thc; amount of air flowing
to the impeller and thus the capacity of the/unit. Thee impeller itself is equip-

4ped with vanes at the eye and these are S ha pod in such a way-to provide shook.
Jessentry the impeller.' 1)E3-4 -6-3
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Fig, 4 *shows a sectional view of'a tWo-stage cent fugal compressor.

for-
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('entri fugal comp!ssors are comnionly used for large volume, low
pressure applications and have the advantages MI simple and rugged construp-
tion and low maintenance requments. A INO, as they do not require internal
lubrication, they supply Filch' efficiency, however, is lower than
the positive-displacement type and they are norsbited for loW capacity work.

Drivers which are commonly used with centrifugal compressors are
steam turbines, gas turbines, electric motors, and internal combustion engines.
As centrifugal compressors require to be driven at high speeds they are driven
directly in the case of steam and gas :turbines but speed increasing gears are
required when electric motors.or internal combustigines' pre used

Centrifugal compwssor impellers are usually made from steel and are
cast, forged, or fabricated by welding.* The rotor shafts arc of forged steel
and the casings of cast steel.. For ressures below 6900 k Pa the horizontal
split type of casing is used', whit above this pressure the barrikl type casing
is favored.

The Axial Flpw Compressor

In basic de'Aign the axial flow comptessor is similar to a reaction tur-
bine having moving blades attached to the rotor, alternating with fixed-blades
attached to the casing. As the rotor turns, the velocity and pressure of the
air is increased in the moving blades. When the ai passes through tht fixed
blades its pressure is further increased by conversion of.velocity.

Each pair of moving and fixed blades constitutes 'a stage. The pressure
rise,per stage is small, so for high pressures a large number 9f stages are
required.

O

The sketch in Fig. 5 shows a sectional view of an axial flow compreslor.

Axial Flow Comprosaor

Fig. 5

q 83
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Referring. to Fig, 5, it \can ire seen that the air enters at one end and
flows in an axial direction td the discharge. at the other end; hence the name
"axial flow". .1

4
A large axial flow compress:or with the upper sing half removed up

Pears in Fig. 6.

4 4)

4

Axial Floiw Compressor (Clark),

Fig. 6

1111111,--.

w""1"hit 74.41

4rff.e

Axial flow compressors have similar advantages to those of e centrif-
ugal.type w41i the added advantage of higher efficiency (10% greater). However,

the axial compressor blades are subject to corrosion and erosion to a

greater exteni' than are the impellers of the centrifugal type.

Steam turbines and gav turbines are usually used to drive axial flow
compressors. .I.:lectric motors and internal combustion engines are sometimes
used and in these cases, speed increasing gears are required.

Drum type rotors with forged steel shafts bolted to the drum ends are
normally used for this type of compressor. As with the reaction turbine, there

.

is considerable axial thrust produced and a dummy piston is an integral part
of the rotor.

Ple;3-4

Compressor casings are of cast iron or steel.
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Both the centrifugal compressor and the axial flow compressor are
8111).0.1 to a. condition known as surging or pumping.

,.

Pressure-volume C
Centrifugal Compr

Fig. 6-A

In the case of the centrifugal compressOr,.1(can be seen from the
pressure-volume curve in' Fig. 6-A, that at lo,w volumes (low flows .or capaci-
ties) the pressure drops nff. This means that' if the volume or demand is to
the left of the point marked "surge limit" on the curve then the compresSer
will not produce a pressure equal to that in the systehi. "A reversal of flow
will occur ,and air will flow from the system back to the c.ompressor.*As soon.
as this occurs the system pressure will drop and the comp es 'or will begin
discharging again to the system. These events will occur_ r. idly.as a cycle
and this is known as surging.

Surging produces severe shock to the system and may be vi el
to damage compressor binding, shaft seals and even the shaft itself.

To prevent surging,the capacity of-the compressor must not be allowed'
to fall below the surge limit. One method used Is to open a discharge-line blow- -

off valve to the atmosphere when tbp flow through the compressor decreasw;
to near tire surge point. The blow-off valve can be of crated automatically by
means of a flow meter. 4.010

inotigh

The axial' flow compressor id even more unstable than the centrifugal
type, as its surge limit occurs at higher flows yan does tile centrifuKal.

S
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AIR COMPRESSOR A IAILIARIES.

The folhiwing paragraphs desci.ibe vakious auxiliarie's necessary for the
efficient and safe operation Of both the dynaniic and the positive displacement
compressors.

4"

Intercoolrrs and A fterceolers

These are usually shell and tube type heat exchangers and may be
Riranged to have water ming through Vie tubes ;Ind air.passing over the tubes

or they may be arranged with air flowing through water surrounded tubes.
Their function is to cool the air, either between stages of compression in the
ease of the intercooler, Or after the compression'is completed in the case of
the aftgreooler.

The reasons for cooling the air are as follows:

1. To remove water vapor and oil vapor from the air between compres-
sion stages and after the last stage. When the air is cooled, the
water and oil vapors will Condense and may then be drained from
the bottom of the coolers.

If the oil vapor .is not condensed and removed it-will have a det-
. rimental effect on air operated instuments and also may build up
deposits in pipes and reservoirs which may ignite and explode.

710.- If water vapor is not removed fro.m the.air then it may-collect
in pipelines and cause water hammer or damage from freezing.
Also in the case of air driven tools and machinery, the water will
wash away lubricating oil from the machine 'surfaCes-.

2. In the caseof an intercooler , another purpose islo -decrease the
7-11mount of power required to compress the air. Coaling the air

compressin'will caw-the-compression to follow more
6:losely toithe- isothermal process rather than the adiabatic (See
Lecture 7', Section 1- for isothermal and adiabatic definitions).
The"Work required for, an isothermal compression is less than
that required for an adiabatic compression. In fact, the use of an

lot,ercooler to cool the air between stages of compression will re-
duce the power required for compression by 15%. For this same
reason, in N-Idition to using intercoolers, compressom are usually
water jacketed in order to aid in removing the heat' of compression
and so?approach isothermal compression.

3. ,Other purposes in reducing the Sir temperature by means of coolers,
are, to mike cylinder lubrication more effective, to reduce weak-
enispg of parts due to high temperatures, and to redue.e the possibil,.
ity of explosions of oil vapor mixed with air

PE3-1-6-8
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Intercoolers and aftereooles niay.be either air-cooleckor vnte.-,voolecl.

The air-cooled type is noyMally.iised when the compressor itself is,
Cooled and it corrsists''tif a honed Pipe, throngh which the compressed air passes

; 1
The water-cool.cd.type, .a;5 mentioned previbusly,i'is.atv'shell and t, ube -.construction with either the eoairig Wato passing through tithes Ox' the .corn7..

.. .. .prcb ssed, air passingthroug . atcr --,surt oimded ittbes, ....h'W;. ' ''
.. ..

; !

, ... 's c .
vil..,[4. :1' show.:.-v..;1 two, -#tii.ge.vp1.4),IA'esspr...with atoiat.6.1.coath, having cooling

'writer ficiW'thriougli the ti.ibe-Srand'ai'low..-..nrOundthe'tubes'...::::,:. .
...,

::-intercoolers shoUld.b rOyi 4Witlyil...safet*Valve*,:,;.pressife.'gages
and thermornettirs..on the. co Yessect;air ..-iidellind nri.36-' the. ubmet4'x's bn The
cciOlinct wate,r.3371e.' . ',...." ... ::.;.::: .;,-:; 4:...t. i::;...-:T-....

,

,..,7. . 1.'ig...,-K.sho.ws".a9iTtereplier ilwhich the compressed .aj.r.::flow,s.:th.i6ugh
.

, ., ..

the'ttibeS, told' theEOfrailiag,, Water flowS-:.d;r4Varid. the tubes. As. theair diSChafges..
..,,,-;lroin the ;ift'cleit(Tet,,;'it.passeSthroUg a cyclone separator where moisture :::

,;,
. . .

.,,
, . ,,

'arld other 1.i.iirtieles l'e:,ronloverl frOrn the arr..' strear*." - .. #'';':..,: - , -.- . , -
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Air Compressor Receivers...

An air-receiver is a pressurwessel which is used as a reseryeiTIii4a
compressed air system. In (idditioN) acting as a reservoir, it acts tit da,Mpen.
pulsations in the jiischargeMpressureof atreciprocating compressqr. nyther....,
function of the receiver is to allow moisture and oil particle0.to: settle Mitfrom
the air. The-particles collect at the bottom of the receiver and are drain9t1 . ,.

4periodically. .
I

o

Air .receivers
welded construction.
code , Section VIII P
pressure gage,tdrAin
uPator connection.

51".

-) Iv-, . 11 ,

maybe,either. horizontal or vertical and are 1,1S:11:illy u
4 I

'',heir peeffications -must conform to the A
rdssure,Vessels. They are fitted with a. safety valve,
valve,qopenings for inspection and cleaning, atid-a,reg-'

.

A'svertical air receiver is shown.
in Fig. 9. -

s.

There havb.been cases of air
receiver failure and are due to
either defective safetj'plves:
ening of the vessel material due to'co.r,.7
rosion,

.

In View on is:,, safety valves
should be regularly and frequently tes,
ted by means of the hand.levier. To
minimize the possibility ols.bmvosion,
the receiver should be kept drained and
shOulti be regularly inspected and hplro-

, ....statically tested by theprOper authori.
ties.

After opening an air receiver for
inspection, the interior should. be thor-'
.oughly.ventilated as there is a.possibil-
ity of the presence ofearb9n.hionklkide
OS formed from deposits Within the
vessel . Naked lights should be.kept.:
.away from the vicinity, as carbon

..:monoxide is a. combustible gas.

9
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Air Compressor Control
-

ry

The dise.harge now of air,i1;r6in U. ,een\Hiressoy:.'inu-St be vated to suil,
lead requirements and le inaint'aiii eeniitani'preSsory In the system. The
methods used to control the conitpiatssor itput.m4y:.).ie,grouped under three
head ings

9

1 Start and.Stop:ContrOl

Variable Speed' Control

ConStarit Speed Control,

11 Start and. Stop Control-
..

.

i.1'.:

With this method, the compresspr'.is ,shvit,f,loVr,,',.,when4ittle of rgi`:.iir-iS
i 'required hy the system ., Then; when the .004ntind ',i'heirf,,,tt'Ses';'. the coMplreSser,,:

is starled. This start in and stopping ean be don:. by, triv40.-.;'9f,,4 :01.0,;sNyrc
.. ? switch:"Which senses the. rcssure in this' receiver.';,, .. 1\.

. , .

FOr,ex.ample, in order to supply a system with air at 700 k1.39., the con
trol could be arranged to start the compressor when the.Oessure dropS.'to

650.1cPa and to.stop the compressor when the pressures riseS to 750 knil
. - .. . ,,.

The start and stop method is only usedOn-rnot,,Or.4friven units and Li .

large enough' receiver should be supplied' so that the comprbssor'is not
continuously starting.and stopping. Also the oompress6r should'befflutol
matically unloaded during the start-up period.. -"

.2.' Variable Speed Upntro
I

T.he.variable speed control methoatan be used when thd -compressor
is driven by a steam engine, a turbine,' orari ititernal.-bonabiis.tion'engine.

,

In order to maintain the system pressure at a constant value, th?t...,7...
compressor is. speeded' up or sloWedtdown according to the syStenMemand..
-This is dope by regulating the steam supply to the steam ,engine or turbine
err the -fuel supply to the internal combustion ngine. If, for. exarrtple the
demand. for 'air 'degreases, then the receiver ensure will. increase and
this will cause a pressure actuated .control to ow down the' driitihk
or turbine. On an increased demand for air,t e tcceiver'pres-ure will
drop' and the control will -speed up the engine. 6 turbine....

. Constant Speed- Control.
...

With.this method, the compressor driVer, Usually amelectric .motor..,..
runs at constant speed at 011,times, '13ut..the output from' the coxnpreSsoi is ,.
varied in accordance. to the air: demand by sum., ype of .i.nlooding device,

-- IS

.s.

*,.,.. >
* , , ;

.1
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A method of unloading' which frequdntly used:
compressors is to .hold the.6mpressor inlet valves
As a result o,f this,'the air' passes freelpinand Out
.cylinder without being compressed.

;;

/1

p-

with reciprocating
in the open poSition.
of.the compressor..

vit

-Inlet Valve

.1

it.

O

0

Inlet Air Ilnloadet

Fig. 10

of iingers which can be moved by means of a diaphragm. Whe the system air'.
kFig. 10 shows an inlet valve unloader. This unloader (insists of a set--

,...

,
demand decroOses, trat receiver pressure will ':e and when it reaches the ,.,.,

'',' r, .),- cut; -out 'pressure, ith spring loaded.pilot.valve ( Own in the sketch) pill ..
..-f.',' ..::::..,cpon and admitir to the underside of e diap agm. As a result, the (flu-.8phragr,Onoves upwardly causing the fingers to old open the inlet valve.

1 1':3-4443
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Another'niethod of unloading a compressor is to closo'a va ve in the

'suction line thus shutting cif the flow of 'air to the 'compressor. T e valve in
:the suction line is closed by air pressure when the receiver pressUre 'reaches
a set value.; Thie method is tiften used in the case of dynamic and .rotary type

.egippreksors.
.. .

'',,-f-s,71-)Y.means of clearance pockets, The greater the clearance volu e at the
Still:another. method of unloading, used with reciprocating crinpressorf ,

' end of the stroke' the less air will he compressed during the following.Ntqqske.
'The reason. for' this is that when the pistonbegins its next stroke, t e-volume

it

t.
of air left in the clearance pocket will expand behind the piston and )artly fill
the cylindet-,,.?;thus liiniting the amount of new air drawn into the cyliinder.

A method Which combines the use of a clearance pocket and' inlet valve
unloaders'iS shown in Fig. it.

C

Cleoronce socket.

100%
.,.Copocity(cleoronce

pocket closed)

50%
Copooty (cleoronce pock4t
'closed, inlet wives open.1
on cronk end) -

75%
Coppcii5r(cieorance
pOckel open)

25%
Copocity (cIforonce
pocket open, inlet
volve open cronk end)

Five Step Control

Fig. 11

ti

0%
Copocity (oil inlet
volves open)

Referring to Fig. 1.1', at 100% capacity the clearance pocket is closed
and the inlet valves at each end of the cylinder are not unloaded. At 75%
capacity the clearance pocket is open and the inlet valves at both ends are still
not unloaded. At 50% capacity the clearance pocket is"elosed again but the
inlet valves at one end are held open by the unloader, At 25% capacity the
clearance pocket is open again and the inlet valves at. one end are still held
open by the. unloader. Then a). O% capacity both sets. of inlet ValVes are held
open. by .the unloader.

c.
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In addition to.controlling the output of a'conipress,or, some system of
prottiv centrols-shotild'he used,. -At.ypical two-stage Compressor might
have an automaLic shutdown deviCe-,which would operate dtfe to any of the

Fligh lubricating oil teniperature

2. High intercoider.:.temperature,i
;1. High discharge air 'temperature ,

...High discharge air pressure,.

5. Lowlubriea_ting oil preSstire",
s

lubricating Oil level,

Lxcies.sive vibration,

Cylinder lubr icater :stopped .

A it 'ompreSscir Lubrication

Lubricating oil is necessary in an air compr
the-followingtqunetions:

I . To prevent wear by providing a film between surfaces

2 .

r in order to perform.

To reduce friction and resulting power lost by providing a film
....between surfaces.

."3: To remove the heat produced by 14.4m.

Toreduce corrogion by providing a coating for metal 'surfaces.

5, To provide sealing aroundpiston rings, vanes, valves, etc.

Compressor lubricatkon may be divided into twe'main sections: external
lubrication and internal luhrtt anon.:

External R wieation refers to the lubricating of moving parts which are
external to the cc npressor cylinder or easing.' These parts would include-,
cranktihaft hearings, connectingred;bearings and crosshead on reciprocating.
,cOmPressors, and would include rotor ,shaft bearings on rotary and dynainic
compressors.

Internal lubrication yefe s to the providing of lubricating oil to the
cylinder. walls and pistons of rec iprocating compresSors, and to the, vanes Aid

easing wul l.s in sortie types of tart' compressors.
. tit I pr,

The dynamic type iiF.,-f*OtaprAlssor such as the Centrifugal and the axial
flow doeo not requiem' internal lubrication and this is considered to be an impor-
tant advantage oUthip type.

1)10-4-6-15
117',
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External 1,ubrication

In the case of reciprocating compressorS, a pressure system is usually
used .wherein a pump7MISI from the compressor shaft delivers oil to the

,crankshaft and connecting rod twarings. The oil is pumped from the crank-
case to and. then drains bacic.to the crankcase again.

l!or smal-I single-acting reciprocating compressors the s-plash system
of lubrication is 4frequently used. With this method the oil is splashed , due to,
the movement of 'the crankshaft , to the various bearings. This method Pro-
vides internal lubrication at the same time as some oil is splashed to the
Cylinder walls.

With rotary and dynamic type compressors, the rotor shaft. bearings
may .be ring or chain oiled but often a pressure. systemIS used with a pump,
forcing the oil to the bearings Frequently this pump also supplies oil to the
bearing's of the steam turbine, gas turbine or electric motor -which is driving
the compressor.

Internal Lubrication
A.

Lubricating oil is generally fed directly to the cylinder walls of recipro-
cating compressors by a mechanical lubricator, driven from the crankshaft or
crosshead Each cylinder may have one or more points toWhichthe oil is
pumped aid each of these points should be fed by a. separate pump Lula of the
lubricator. After the oil enters the cylinder through these feed points, the
compressor piston spreads the oil over the cylinder walls.

In the case -of a single - acting compressor having the bottom of the cyl-
inder open to the crankcase. cylinder lubrication i8 provided by the oil being
splashed from the crankca (fiMhe cylinder walls.

In addition to reel!) Oat mg 'compressors, sliding- vane rotary compres-
sors require internal lubrication This is neeessary to prevent metal to metal
contact between vane; and easing and also to provide..sealing between vanes
and easing A pressure lubricator is used to supfilOhe oil and may discharge.
the oil into the air intake The air then carries the oil along to the rotating
vanes The lubricator, may also discharge .the oil directly to points on the
casing and in some designs the -oil is punlprd through a longitudinal hole in
the rotor shaft and than through radial holes.to glee rotor periphery,'

1'E3 -4 76-1 ti
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Fig. 12 ,displays a pressure lubricator', which is belt driven from the
rotor shaft of a sliding vane compressor.

4

t,

a.

Pressure Lubricator

Fig. 12

A similar design of lubricator to\tliat in Fig. 12, would be used to pro-,
vide cylinder lubrication for reciprocating compressors.

In regard to the cylindgx oil itself, it is important that a .suitable oil be
used and in addition great care must be taken not to, introduce too much oil into
the cylinder.- 4

446 If .lubrication is excessive, particularly with unsuitable oils, .carbon
deposits may be formed upon the discharge valves of reciprocating compressors.
TIrge deposits tend to hold the valves open and, as a result, hot high pressure
;tit-leaks hack into the cylinder durimgAhe suction stroke. This will cause
higher dischargetempbratures and eventually the deposit may become inean4
descent: If a flammable mixture of air and oil mist, due to eXoesSive oil being.
scraped fromthe cylinder walls by the piston, is 'present, then an explosion
may occur.

w

To avoid the above ha pening, it is advisable to use an oil liaving the'
least tendency to form carbon deposits and In addition to supply the inimum
amount of this oil necvssary fo adequate 14brication.. For additiom 1 protec-
tion, a temperature controlled s tztdown deviee shbuld be used to .strip the com-
pressor at abnormally high temperatures. Alsq, when cleaning compressor
cylinders and valves; combustible products.such as kerosene or gasoline must
not bc used. The, best cleaning soltipon is a mixture of one ,part" of soft soap t.6
fifteen parts of water.
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, For some typos of applicatims, it is nocessary 'to supply Oil-free ours-
pressed air. In these ea'sv ,if teotiprocating eompressors are laced ,''they are
of the SCIP-lubricating,type: .111 thii design, the piston rings are made of car-
bon or teflon material and.. the cylinder walls are gpecially polished to' provide
itnextra smooth suigaee for the ringslto bear againSt. As the rings- are clot
hibricated they millweir con'siderably and-so me-leakage from one side of the
piston to the other will result.- Another disadvantage of-, this typo i5 that the
piping in the system will be liable to corrode due to the 4bsence.Qf an oil eoat-.
ing or film over the inner surface of the piping. . I'''

. .
, . . . . .

Compressor Installation
i

Altair filter'should Owls be 'installed in the inlet line to prevent. dust
and other partitlesfriiim being carried into the dompressor. Where 4pOssible,
the air supplied to the inlet should be outside air and 'the intake should beloca7
tedaWay from engine or proceAs exhaust outlets, The' inlet piping should be
at least as Mite as the Compress-or intake connection-and if the pipe i's ex-
tre.mely long their' ft should .be alarger size than the intake connectIon.

. .
, nit discharge pipe should be at least as large as the dompressor,out-

. let and it should run directly to the aftercooler or directly to the receiver if
no aftercooler is used./ The line should be run with as few fiends as possible
and drain valves should be,prVded at any low spots Or pockets.

Fig. 13 depicts the general arrangement' of piping from the ctmpressor
to the afterdooler and receiverL

.1P
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Star tin& ink) es sor .

. 'Phe lollo%ving J a list of the georal stops it volv..0 in the start up -of
an air compressor. ..110yever, mychinc will hp..
instructions outlined in the nranufactur'er s instruction book awl these'should.

.. -1 .be. adhered. to:- ,.

I Check erlankcas. oil level'and evlinder !Aridity!. Oil level.
, ,

1 1

2, Operate the cylinder lubricator by hand to .supply some oil to the 'ars

cylinder for start,ing. e
PP

4
110

3. Bar the'esimpressor a few turns manu. Ily to distribute the cylinder
. .,' oil and to see tha.t ail.parts move. freelf... \. , "1

4. (Meek that all valves extern 'al tothe.machinePare.in the proper.
osition.p... .

_ I.

5. Check the. unloading devte to ensure thatjK1 machine will start
/ in an unloaded condition'

445

G. Turn on the cooling water supply' to intereoolei^, aftereooler, and
cylinder water jackets Make sure that tifiwie §ystems are. full
and that water is flowing from the dikharge oytlets. Make sure
that compressor cylinders and air Ames are.free of water. There
have been cases 'where water leaking from a rupturqd tube in an...
inter eooler has filled the compressor cylinder during' shutdown.
and this has resulted in the destruction of the compresso on
start-up, .

a

Start the motor or o,ther driver 'and Wing the urikt up to full speed, ..
Check forunusual noise or vibration. ,

F"7.

.8'. thedubric.!ator sight feed gla§ses to. sec that sufficient oil ist
flowing to the machine. .

i;
9. Set the unloading control to auto tie and see t,liat it operates cor-

ryctly when the A. pressure rqachCr!s the set.Yalue.

14) . Adjust the cooling %vaterpupply to maintain correct temperature..
If the cooling water supply is interrupted or is not Sufficient then
the intercooler.air pressure will rise rapidly. 6

Stoppihg. Procedure
.1

1. Stop the driVing unit.

2.. 'Shut off cooling water supply..
,

3. If there is any likelihood of freezing,',.then'coolers and
must he th(woughlvdritined.'

/v

,

a
a

1'

water. jackets

PE:1-4-6-19
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Inc

A log.book should he used,te0word the operkingsdetail of the, vompres:
IlOurly,readings.should,be taken of such items as inlet air temperature',

ntereooier and discharge air, pr smessure,,,00ling,water Inlet trod outlet temperapera-tures, etc. In addition, the log book should contain details ,on maintenance won'iNirried out on themaehine such as oil changes and .i'epairs. Also any uAusual
eonditilms shouldbe noted. in the log book.

.

I

Theory of Air compression
.

rr

0

When ait is eornpre,sSe:d, its vol -fime is reduced and its pressure
creased. 'Also (1116" to. the holt of compression, the temperature Of the air
increase. If the heat-of compression, pausing MC rise in temperature could be
removed as quickly as it generated, then° the temperature of the ttiy would
remain constant`-and The ,paver required to drive the compressor would be sub-'
stahtially redueed. This would be*he'ideal condition known as isokhermal com ^. 2

pression (compression wjthout.U, change in temperature).. See *Lecture '7,
,Section 1:

,

1 4e.

4 P

If; on the other hand :lino heat was reimoved fvom the aic Clueing eompreti-
sion, than the'temperateire of the air would rise td- a maximum and the maximumamount of pAr would be required tpdrive the compressor..., This type Of conic
pression is known as adiabatic: compression (compression without transfer of
heat). See lecture 7, Section 1.

v

.
.. .. .Therefore it can be realized that isothermal compression.is preferable

because of the lesser ambunt of power required tO earry'aut the compression

In actual practice, isothermal compression cannot be'attaincd bid
may be approached to some extent' by the use of water, jackets and- intereoolers

,to remove heat from the air during compression.
1 ,The pressure-volurfic diarain in Fig. fit shows the cury,es for isother-

mil and'adiabatii.: compression.

The area to the leftof the curve in each case represents the work re-quirvii cturilig the .compreossion. ltean-beiseen that the area to the left of the
aditthatic curve is greater thpthearea to the left of the isothermal curve and
the difference between ttie two areas is showwas a dotted seetiorr. This dotted
section represents the extra work required forth,e adiabatic compression
pared to the isothermal compi'ession.

o.

By folloWing the adiabatic curve, the discharge pressure is reached
earlier during the stroke and therefore the piston actsagainst.this discharge
pressure fora longer time thus 'requiring more. work..

.

e. IAn actual air compression curve is'nelther 'adiabatic. or isothermal but
lies'somewherelw,tweeli the two.

171.1,37-4-(i-20
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Terminology and Definitions

.***- Virlu°me of Pre*

Isothermal tnd Adiabatic Curves

Fig. 14 .

Aboolute Pressure 4 the.gago nessure plus atmospheric preisure. At
.sea level, atmoSpherio.pressurekis.1131.0 k'Pa so absolute preisure at
sea level is gage pressure:plus 101.3 kPa. .

-.
Compressor Displacement is'the volume swept out by the piston, and is

.-expreSsed in cubic metres per miniite. If the compr4ssor has Wore
than one stage the diSplaeement is the volume swept 'out by the first
stage pis.ton only as' the same air passes through all stakes in series.

3. Free Air is air at normal atmospheric conctitiong existing at the cool-
pressorVet.

4., apatity is the quantity of :Lir cn)mpressed.and delivered by the compres-
.sor and this is expressed in..terms of m3/min of f;ree.air. It is also. known
as ',free air delivered (F. A.D.) or free air capacity.

,
Volumetile Efficiency is the ratiO of the capacity t(qhci. dipPl'ac'ementH
expressed in percent..

CapacityVolumetric .%P.,fficieney
Displace nrient

A

0

,

99

°4
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p . . ''. I ....... The ,capacity,is always less than the displacement .H.%eatfse of cle.:Aranee'
, . ' :

between the 'piston and. the oyLilOcriheads,.leakage thro aUgh yalvesnd ()tiller
..)

...,

" ./..... ' . I ---N)' .......0:. .
. ..

%6,',.(oriipressor Pressure Thai° is thelatio of the a bsolUte discharge lirissure
the absolute'intake pressUre, %

i 4 1

. .. ........_..1...

Effect of Altitude.
e

As theheightaliqve Sea leVel altitud(Yinc easest the atmospheric ,

pre, ire decreases. This moatiS `that a compress° install)) at ahigh 'attitude
vill .

require a,higher.dompressi9n ratio to produce/ the same discharge pres-
sure as would a machine installed :it sea level. hirthermore, dice to Theo fact
Crud one lb of air occupies a greater vplume.:.it higher altitudes than at sea
level, ft eompre;isot deliver. a lesser fr):.Ss qair4hen operated iii loca-
tions above sea.levet.

'I

Effect -of 1VkiiSturc ".

-4

Free or .atillosphericall always carriosimoisture as water vapor., the
anukunt depending.kpOn the temperature of the air. Air carrying the maximum
amount of waterat .a certain temperature is tid. to be saturated Saturated
air .at norm a1 teMperature and atmospheric .1:1.08st:ire will contat6 about U.5'kg
of moisture for eyery628.140bf air and this. moisture will be.carriqd into the
compressor with.:' he oft,' When the voltisme_of Ore airis reduced- by compres-
sion some of the moisture will be deposited..

It is de:;irableto;remvve the water. froth the air othc%rwise it will hm,
.a detrimental effect .on air\operated instruments, and tools aid may also free c,

in the air

The,steps..necesllar,y to get as dry air 'as possibly: art, ito use (;flicient
inter coolers and an:afttvircooler, deaining.off as much water from these as
possible: glen a large air receiver from which'the water is drained off. Air..
receivers shouldalse'be iised on the lines where necessanfand small ones

. .

close to where the air is to be used All these must have drain v:ocks t<o get
rid of thy pater collected

. I

An.addit,ional-methoLl used to obtain dra.ir is to install- a dryer inimeh-
diately a4ter, the atir.reeeiver. Several.different designs of driers are t,n ex
istence and A.typitraltype consists of a presure vessel containing a elterniCal.!
known as a deSsicant: As .the compressed air passes through the dessicant..
the moisture is absorbed and the driedair.then past" into the system. 'The

. chemie41 dessicant must be repine-cid'. periodically 1

fr
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1)isplacement .1
.

TO,,calculkate thecomiiressor dispiacement or Iiiston displaceMent.

as it is also called, it is .neeessary to know,t he inside diameter or Hore
of the c ; the length/4 the piston stroke and the number of coal-
'pre per minute all r to tht' first stage, cylinder ,
if the as more than one .state.

. .

The -displacement per. minute is eqq.al to the gross seetion:,11 area
of.the bork times the. lugth of ,troke tintes the number of f,omprossing
sl.rokes 1,1crmimite.., yhe displacement is nornrally yen it! euye metreS
per minute.

a

.1)isplacement s

Where: d

1

x L. x N

oyl.Mder bore in metres

,1. l'enah of stroke in metres
A

N = number, of compressing Strokes per minute

1-1

For a single-acting vonpressir, the number Alf compressing strokes
per, minute: is equal to thte rev./min.:-

Tor a double.-acling compressor; the number of compressing strokes
per minute is -equal.to twice the rev/min

. .
F.,.xaniiile

I )
Ca leulate the displacement ofa.single---aeting comprekisor haying a first

stage -cylinder bore of 112 cm. A stroke-of 10 cm and a speed of 900.rev/min.;--
. ,

. ..--- --ii J
A lr %

Displacement. in .m3 /min:

4'

S..

d2
X At x 14, x N

'4

0.0144 x 3.14 x 0,1 x 900
4

. 0
1.017 m`3 pqr min. (Ans.) 11

e
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V° ?metric Efficiency.

...it

As mdntiosaed previously,, tho actuall free air ddiliVred by a coa-1-

pressor is .lesslhon the displacement of t.he eompresslor because of
clearance 414(ii.kage loss,es. T-r-ratio ot actual free'air to the.dis-
placement is the. volumettic efficiency of the compressor

. .
.

Free Air Dellvered
VolumetrIc Efficiency 4Displacement 014...

.

The free Air deliVered, or capacity} isdetermined by actual testing
- of the compressor anctmeasurement of its .output.: .

I.

Example 2

. . i.. .

If the'cbrnpressctlin Example 1 aetua41N delivers 0:8 etu4iemetres,of free
".air pe- minute ,-.etilculate the- volumetric efficiency of the comptessor.

Soluti6n

ur

0 . 8' ;
1.017 or - 78.6% (Ans.

lS



Discuss the advantages and disadvantage's of the dynamic type Of.
compressor as comparedto the positiV&-displacement ;type.

./

Describe the. principle of oppratiori of: I

(a) :A e.entrifugar coMprssor having a volute easing' with diffuser
yaws ...

. (b) A centrifugal.::.compres.sor having a volute casing with(ibt
diffuser vanes.

3. . (a) `List the desirable effects of:cooling the air during and after
compression.

felb)li/Describe,three:rri4ithocs whtrel5y the cooling'o t
achieved. .

o
.Explaim, with the aid Of a di.O.gram,howthe work .required for
.
isothermal Jbmpression compares to that.requir.edjor...adiabatic-:'

Ncompression...
4.

(a) Whr-iS a safety valve necessary on an aftercooler when there
is a s,hut-Off valve.installed between the aftercooler and (he
receiver?

(b)

4

Explain the reason for fitting a Safety .valVe an the intercooler
..: ,.

as 'well as .on the receiver. :.." .
kw;

6:. What regular care and :attention should intercoolers,:-.afterccOlerg,
and receivers be given? .4 ,.
(a). Describe the method

}you

of control setl farthe air compressor
. .

, in the plant where ' 'are empl yecst
. ..,

(p) Describe this compressor in regard to Inethocl:,:Of drive, ..
niccylinder arrangeh:t.,.,methe of compryssion,;etC.

(a) EXplain the terms externalAubrica.em 4and ipternallubricatiOn
and describe how theyi:are accomplished min air Compressor,

;

0
(h)I.What special precautions should:betaken in connection with,

internal lubricatiOn?

47 'SA/hat Precautions should be WIC.; n before starting' an Air pormiressor?.



A 'single-stage, si,ngle-acting,'rectproatingcdm'pr.essOr tras
,300 mm bore,. a 6 mm .stroke atui rtmS.iit .2(r0 revtrnin. it

"..ebrhpresses air from stri inleVpressure Of fit; klialtOzt discharge'
IirsSure,,of 580.1tPa anti has a volumetric effi-cjency. of 82%:.

(Pressures Are absolutP).,.
'3

`(a). ;the compressor /mini,

-(h) the compressor pressUre ratio.,

0


